A couple more notes about your Class Homepage:

1. **Student login** – make sure that you are logged in as a *(Student)* in the upper right corner of the page.

2. **Progress Tracking**
   - ✔️ = A lesson or an assignment has been fully completed.
   - 🔄 = A lesson or an assignment has been accessed and is in progress.
   - ⏰ = A lesson or an assignment has *not* been accessed yet.

3. **Calendar and Instructor Message**
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   Please remember to review assignment due dates in your course syllabus.
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   **Calendar**: Due dates and any instructor-scheduled events (e.g. office hours or study sessions) will appear in the calendar.

4. **Lesson and Assignment Policy Settings** – Lessons and assignments can have a variety of settings including: number of attempts, time limits, and due dates. If a lesson or an assignment has any of these settings enabled, the policies will appear with the module on the Class Homepage:
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   **Instructor Message**: Posted messages from the instructor appear at the top of the Class Homepage.

   **Click on Policies to view details on time limit**

   **Number of attempts allowed**

   **Due date**